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Outlines of the changes in shape and size of bacteria under the influ- 
ence of bacteriophage have been drawn from  numerous visual  and 
photographic records,  and  this  composite material  has  given  some 
insight into the mechanism of the lytic process.  These observations, 
amply reviewed by Bronfenbrenner (1),  do not require recapitulation 
here.  Most observers have confirmed d'Herelle's (2) statement that 
Gram-negative bacteria in a  moist medium enlarge by swelling and 
eventually burst.  Whether Gram-positive bacteria swell or burst is 
still an open question, as shown by the contradictory evidence in the 
recent papers of Bronfenbrenner (3)  and Krueger  and Northrop (4). 
The time intervals of the morphological changes preceding lysis, the 
relation of these changes to stages of growth and the time occupied by 
the final bursting or disintegration have not been precisely determined. 
The  amount,  character,  distribution  and  persistence of  the  residue 
remaining after lysis have not been adequately described.  Very few 
measurements of dimensions of cells or of  time intervals have  been 
presented in reports on the bacteriophagic process.  In their lack of 
quantitative data on serial  changes in  cells  and their  residues, the 
available records are deficient in the material needed for the construc- 
tion of generalizations. 
Recognizing this deficiency, Bronfenbrenner, Muckenfuss and Het- 
ler (5) were the first to attempt to supply the required data by making 
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a  motion photomicrographic analysis of the lysis of Bact. coli by bac- 
teriophage.  Their film, unfortunately,  lacks sequence,  was not made 
at a  sufficiently rapid rate of exposure  and has not been used to pro- 
vide measurements  of the cells. 
In  order  to  gain  information  on  these  subjects  and  to  obtain  an 
objective measurable  record of serial  cellular changes,  we have  taken 
numerous motion pictures of Bact. coli and B.  megatherium under the 
influence of bacteriophage.  Representative groups of our observations 
illustrated  with photomicrographs of the terminal  stages of lysis will 
be presented  in this paper. 
Methods and Materials 
The  photomicrographic  apparatus used  was  an  improved  form  of  the  one 
devised by  Bayne-Jones and Tuttle  (6)  in  1927 and now manufactured by the 
Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.  Exposures upon Eastman 16 ram. panchromatic 
reversal films were made at rates of 2 and 30 per minute and at 8 per second.  The 
light from a 6 volt,  108 watt tungsten filament lamp, 1 m. from the mirror of the 
microscope, was filtered through a 6 cm. glass cell containing a saturated aqueous 
solution of quinine bisulfate, neutral density filters and a Wratten B58 green filter 
transmitting light chiefly in the region 460-600 m/z.  These filters were removed 
for exposures at the rate of 8 per second.  No abnormalities of form or growth 
were attributable  to the light.  The preparations  were under visual inspection 
at all times. 
A magnification of ×  300 upon the film, with satisfactory definition, was obtained 
by using a 1.8 ram. fluorite oil immersion objective and a  ×  3 negative ocular. 
The culture chamber for the preparation to be photographed was made by seal- 
ing a glass ring 0.5-0.8 mm. thick on a large No. 2 cover-glass.  This was attached 
to a rectangle of aluminum 1 mm. thick, having a circular opening in the center 
to permit racking up the substage condenser to compensate for slide thickness. 
In the well formed by the glass ring a cone of nutrient agar was built up by placing 
drops of melted agar in the center by means of a  capillary pipette.  The top of 
the cone was slightly above the level of the top of the ring.  When the agar was 
firm it was inoculated thinly with bacteria when normal growth was to be observed, 
or first with bacteria and immediately afterward with a drop of lyric filtrate when 
bacteriophage action was to be photographed.  A No. 1 cover-glass was placed on 
top of the cone and sealed to the top of the glass ring.  This flattened the top of the 
medium to a table 3-5 ram. in diameter.  The bacteria were not compressed but 
grew here in a single layer.  A very thin film of liquid was present between the 
cover-slip  and  the  agar  medium.  Distortion  and  hindrance  of growth due  to 
drying occurred occasionally,  but  was  easily  detected.  The  cover-glasses and 
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of beeswax  and paraffin  which  was  carefully  kept  from any contact with  the 
medium. 
The cultures were incubated at 37 ~0.1°C. in box with circulating air completely 
surrounding  the microscope. 
The developed films were studied  by rapid projection  and by the projection  of 
single frames enlarged 25 times, giving a  ×  7500 magnification of the organisms. 
These methods of projection  and measurement,  together with a discussion of the 
errors of measurement,  have been presented  in recent papers by Bayne-Jones and 
Adolph  (7-9).  The errors  of measurement  were estimated to be somewhat  less 
than 10 per cent of the actual dimensions of the cells.  Regular series of measure- 
ments were obtained by practice. 
The formula for the volume of a cylinder, ~-/4 x length x  (breadth) ~ was used 
for most of the calculations  of the volumes of the cells of both Bact.  coli and B. 
megatherium.  For some of the ellipsoidal and spherical cells of Bact. coli near the 
end of lysis ~-/5 l/3 and 4/3 lrr  ~  were used to calculate the volumes. 
The strain of Bact. coli marked S because of its sensitivity  to bacteriophage,  and 
the bacteriophage  for this organism were received  from Dr.  George H. Smith in 
1906.  The culture  of B. megatherium, Kral strain,  was received from Dr. P. B. 
Cowles in 1930, together with a specific bacteriophage filtrate described by Cowles 
(10).  The titers of these lyric filtrates by dilution were respectively 10  -9 and 10  -6. 
The bacteria were maintained  on 2 per cent agar containing  2 per cent peptone, 
0.5 per cent NaC1, with a reaction of pH 7.4.  The same medium was used for the 
agar cones in the culture chambers.  Transfers  to the agar cones were made from 
cultures  previously incubated for 16-24 hours at 37°C. 
The lyric filtrates were used undiluted on the agar cones in the culture chambers. 
For the hanging drop cultures  in peptone water,  the bacteriophage  filtrate  lyric 
for Bact. coli was diluted  1-10. 
Observations on the Lysis of Bact. coli 
It is well known that the sizes of bacteria are different at different 
ages of the culture.  This variability must be taken into consideration 
in deciding whether a particular cell in a  culture with bacteriophage is 
larger than a  cell of the same generation and age in a  normal culture. 
As a  basis for this comparison we  have made and used measurements 
from motion picture films of normal cultures grown by us under the 
same conditions as those existing in our cultures with bacteriophage. 
These data and their analysis have been published by Bayne-Jones and 
Adolph  (8).  Material  from  that  paper  with  sets  of  measurements 
made especially as  controls for this  investigation  are  summarized in 
the  upper graph of  Text-fig.  1.  This  graph  shows  the  progression 
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a  period  of  lag,  the  average  largest  volume,  3.9  cubic  micra,  was 
attained 70 minutes after the start of growth on new medium.  After 
this time, the volume decreased at first rapidly and later more slowly 
to  a  relatively  constant value of 0.75  cubic micra.  The  maximum 
breadth,  1.11/~ was attained at  70 minutes and  the maximum length, 
5.02/~ at 90 minutes.  The growth rate in bulk of each cell reached a 
maximum in about 1½ hours after the start and thereafter approached 
zero rapidly.  At first reproduction was associated with large increase 
in  volume.  Later,  multiplication  occurred  through  fission  of  cells 
without increase in volume, subdivisions producing smaller individuals. 
The average normal generation spans in minutes, indicated by Roman 
numerals on this graph, were I, 66-90; II, 13-23; III,  15-20; IV, 20; 
V, 20; VI, 35-40. 
Measurements of initial and final dimensions and volume of 46 lysed 
cells of cultures of Bact. coli with bacteriophage are presented in Table 
I.  The complete course of 35 of these cells was known.  From them 9 
cells  which underwent lysis  have  been  selected  as  representing the 
various degrees of change observed in the photographs made at  the 
rate of 2 per minute.  Measurements of changes in their dimensions 
and volumes, measurements of the parent of 2 of these cells and other 
information about them are set forth in Table II.  The measurements 
were made at intervals of 1 minute, but in this table the results are 
stated  at intervals of  10 minutes, or  at  longer or shorter intervals, 
according to the occurrence of significant changes. 
The period of these observations was  approximately the  same as 
that required by a 1-1000 dilution of this specimen of bacteriophage to 
clear a  broth culture.  In these experiments the undiluted bacterio- 
phage added to the bacteria on the agar cone did not inhibit growth. 
The times of lysis after mixture and inoculation and the number of 
cells lysed  (Table  I)  were as follows: 40-49 rain., 2;  50-59  min.,  1; 
80-89 rain., 2; 90-99 rain., 2; 120-129 rain., 2; 130-139 rain.,  7; 140- 
149  rain.,  4;  150-159  rain.,  8;  170-179  min.,  1;  180-189  rain.,  5; 
190-199 rain., 7; 200-209 rain.,  1; 230-239 rain.,  1;  250-259 rain.,  1; 
260-269 rain.,  1.  Lysis did not occur before the 40th minute  after 
inoculation.  Thereafter,  it  occurred  chiefly  in  four  waves  at  in- 
tervals of 20-40 minutes, with scattering in the last hour of observa- 
tion.  This periodicity o'f the occurrence of  lysis has been  noted by TABLE  I 
Initial and Final Dimensions and Volumes of 46 Cells of Bact. coli Lysed by 
Bacteriophage 
Times are given in minutes after inoculation of the medium.  Volume  =  7r/4 
length  x  (breadth)  2 in  all  calculations  except  those  marked*.  In  these  cases 
volume was calculated as for a  sphere,  V  =  4/37rrL 
Cell No. and 
generation 
Aal, II 
Aa2, II 
B, I 
Cal, II 
Ca2, II 
D, I 
E,I 
F, I 
Gdllll, V 
Gdl112, V 
Gdll21,  V 
Ge11221,  VI 
Ge11222,  VI 
Gel2111, VI 
Ge12112,  VI 
Ge12121,  VI 
Ge12122,  VI 
Ge12211,  VI 
Ge12212,  VI 
Ge21111,  VI 
Ge21112,  VI 
Ge21122,  VI 
Ge21211,  VI 
Ge21212x,  VI 
Ge22211,  VI 
H,I 
Id2111, V 
Id2112, V 
Jal, II 
Ja2, II 
Kbll, III 
Kbl2, III 
M,I 
N, I 
O, I 
Ahs, ? 
Bhs, ? 
Ibr, ? 
IIbr, ? 
IIIbr, ? 
IVbr, ? 
Vbr, ? 
VIbr, ? 
VIIbr, ? 
VIIIbr, ? 
IXbr, ? 
Time of 
birth 
min. 
66 
66 
6 
10 
10 
6 
6 
6 
130 
130 
130 
150 
150 
150 
150 
150 
150 
150 
150 
150 
150 
140 
140 
140 
140 
10 
150 
150 
85 
85 
100 
100 
15 
15 
15 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
I 
Time of  I  Length  Breadth  Volume  Volur~ 
lysis  Span  r  --  increa 
i Initial ]  Final  Initial  Final  Initial  Final 
cubic  cubic  per ce~  rain.  micra  micra  micra  micra  micra  micra 
I 
84  [  2.93  5.32  0.93  1.33  1.99  7.34  268.8 
90  2.99  5.32  1.19  1.33  3.35  7.39  120.6 
172  6.12  14.36  0,93  1.73  4.21  33.75  701.6, 
70  1.86  3.72  0.93  1.46  1.26  6.25  392.2 
122  1.78  2.26  0.79  1.19  0.89  2.53  181.1 
93  1.99  3.72  0.66  1.59  0.69  7.45  979.7 
42  1.46  1.59  0.66  0.93  0.51  1.08  111.9~ 
42  1.46  1.59  0.79  0.93  0.79  0.99  25.2 
25  2.92  3.06  0.93  0.93  1.99  2.08  5.0 
25  [  2.92  3.06  0.93  0.93  1.99  2.08  5.0 
i 
51  3.32  7.05  0.93  1.97  2.26  7.92  250.4 
38  [  3.06  3.79  0.93  1.06  2.08  3.66  62.0 
38  3.19  3.88  0.93  0.93  2.17  2.62  20.7 
40  i  3.86  3.86  0.93  0.93  2.62  2.62  0 
40  3.86  3.86  0.93  0.93  2.62  2.62  0 
40  2.72  3.59  0.93  0.93  1.85  2.44  31.9 
45  3.86  3.86  0.93  0.93  2.62  2.62  0 
60  3.13  3.39  0.93  0.93  2.13  2,30  8.5 
80  3.06  3.46  0.93  0.93  2.08  2,35  12.9 
47  2.93  3.33  0.93  1.19  1.99  3.74  87.9 
47  2.39  3.06  0.93  1.13  1.63  3.04  80.9 
51  3.39  3.86  0.93  0.93  1.63  2.62  61.4 
55  2.46  3.06  0.93  0.93  1.67  2.08  24.5 
60  2.46  3.06  0.93  0.93  1.67  2.08  24.5 
55  2.39  2.93  0.93  0.93  1.63  1.99  22.1 
116  1.59  2.67  0.79  1.19  0.79  2.99  277.21 
1  2.66  --  0.93  --  1.81  --  -- 
i  2.66  --  0.93  i  --  1.81  --  -- 
45  4.12  5.72  0.79  0.79  2.06  2.86  38.2 
45  4.39  5.85  0.79  ]  0.79  2.19  2.93  33.2 
25  2.67  3.19  0.79  0.79  1.33  1.59  19.5 
35  2.67  3.46  0.79  ]  1.06  1.33  3.07  131.5~ 
70  1.46  2.67  0.79  1.19  0.73  2.99  301.4 
37  1.73  1.99  0.67  0.79  0.6  0.99  66.7 
77  2.46  4.12  0.69  1.19  0.85  4.63  444,7 
?  4.52  2.77  1.46  2.77  7.52  12.94"  72.0~ 
?  5.45  3.2  1.33  3.2  7.58  17.03"  124.6] 
?  1.99  2.26  1.19  1.19  2.24  2.54  13.4 
?  2.79  2.79  1.06  1.06  2.48  2.48  0 
?  2.13  2.26  1.06  ~  1.19  1.87  2.54  35.4 
?  3.46  3.46  1.06  1.06  3.07  3.07  0 
?  2.39  2.79  1,06  1.06  2.13  2.48  16.4 
?  2.79  --  1.06  --  2.48  --  -- 
?  2.66  2.99  0,93  1.19  1.81  3.36  85.6 
?  3.46  3.46  1.06  1.06  3.07  3.07  0 
?  3.06  --  1.06  --  2.72  --  -- 
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TEXT-FXO. I.  Changes  in volume of cells of Bact.  coll.  The upper curve is a 
graph of averages of volumes of cells of normal cultures at 10 minute intervals 
during the first 200 minutes of growth.  The three sets of graphs below this show 
volume  changes  at 10 minute intervals of cells  under  the influence  of bacteriophage. 
Cell A divided.  Cells Aal, Aa2, B, D, E, Odll21, Gel2111, H and Id2122 under- 
went lysis.  For data see Table II.  Photographs of Cells Aal, Aa2 and B  are 
reproduced in Figs. 1-8. 
284 TABLE  II 
Dimensions  and  Volumes  of i0  Cells  of Cultures  of Bad.  coli  under Influence  of 
Bacteriophage 
Measurements  and  calculations  recorded  at  10  minute  intervals.  Curves  of 
volume  changes of these cells  shown  in  Text-fig. 1.  Volume  --=  ,r/4  length  x 
(breadth)  2.  Cell A  divided.  All other 9 cells underwent lysis. 
Cell No. and 
generation 
A, I 
Aal, II 
As2, II 
B, I 
Volume increase  Duration  span 
rain° 
56 
84 
9O 
172.4 
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TABLE  II--Concluded 
Cell No. and 
generation 
D,I 
E, I 
Gd1121, V 
Gel2111, VI 
H,I 
Id2122, V 
Volume increase  Duration 
$I)an 
93.3 
42 
51 
40 
116 
0.03 
many  others  and  at  one  time  was  correlated  with  the  periodic  in- 
crease of bacteriophage  in the medium, supposedly due to liberation S.  BAYNE'JONES  AND  L.  A.  SAN-DHOLZER  287 
of  the lytic  agent from the  disintegrated  ceUs.  From more recent 
studies of the production of bacteriophage without lysis it has been 
suggested that disintegration of the cells is not essential for the libera- 
tion of bacteriophage.  Before the conclusion that lysis is not necessary 
for the increase of bacteriophage in the medium is accepted the ques- 
tion should be investigated by direct observation of the cells. 
This periodicity of lysis might be related to generations of bacteria 
in the cultures.  Our observations supply some information on this 
point.  The duration spans of the 35  cells whose  whole course was 
known (Table I)  were as follows: 0-9 rain., 2;  10-19  rain.,  0; 20-29 
rain., 3; 30-39 rain., 4; 40-49 rain.,  10; 50-59  rnin., 4; 60-69  rain.,  2; 
70-79 rain., 3; 80--89 rain., 2; 90-99 rain., 2; 116 rain.,  1;  122  rain., 1; 
172  rain.,  1.  In  these figures there is no evidence of periodicity of 
lysis.  The  durations  of  the  cells  were  scattered  over  the  whole 
period.  The  frequency  of  durations  increased  gradually  to  10  in 
the  period 40-49  minutes  and decreased gradually after that  time. 
Among these 35 cells there were, by chance, no fourth generation cells 
and a  disproportion of sixth generation cells.  The duration spans of 
8 first generation cells were from 37-172 minutes.  These cells which 
never underwent fission had the longest duration spans before lysis. 
The duration spans of second generation cells were from 45-122 min- 
utes; of third generation cells from 25-35 minutes; of fifth generation 
cells from less than 1 minute to 51 minutes; of sixth generation cells 
from 38-80 minutes.  The cells were obviously different in their re- 
sistance to lysis, some surviving longer than others after their contact 
with bacteriophage.  Two  cells were observed to undergo lysis less 
than 1 minute after visible fission.  The data on these groups of cells 
failed to show that there was a correlation between periodicity of lysis 
and periodicity of fissions. 
Our  observations  indicate  that  the  volume changes of Bact.  coli 
under the influence of bacteriophage pass through at least two phases. 
The first phase is a slow enlargement or maintenance of a definite size. 
The second is a rapid explosive enlargement.  It will be convenient to 
deal with these phases separately. 
Measurements from motion pictures made at the rate of 2 per minute 
are adequate for analysis of the first phase.  The tables and graphs 
demonstrate  at  a  glance  that  it  would  be  futile  to  attempt  to  use 288  MECHANISM  OF LYSIS 
averages to answer questions relating to the increase in volume of cells 
of Bact. coli undergoing lysis by bacteriophage.  The average volume 
of the 46  lysed cells  (Table I)  was 4.07  cubic micra.  This is only 
slightly greater, 0.17  cubic micra  (4.36  per cent), than the average 
maximum volume of normal cells.  When,  however, these cells are 
compared with cells of the same generation and with cells in cultures 
of the same age as these at the time of lysis it is seen that while a few 
are the same size as that of the average for their generation and age, 
most of them are from 1.5-3 times as large as normal cells of the same 
generation and from 2-18 times as large as cells in normal cultures of 
the same age.  The comparison is distorted by the persistence of first 
generation cells through a period at which the normal culture would 
have passed the sixth generation.  As we shall show, there is appar- 
ently a relationship between generation and capacity to enlarge.  The 
increase in volume of the 35 cells whose histories were known was from 
0-979 per cent; 11  cells increased by 100-979 per cent; 24  increased 
by 0-87 per cent.  The 24 cells which did not double their volumes 
during this phase of bacteriophage action included 14 sixth generation 
cells.  All were larger than  cells of the same generation in  normal 
cultures.  The progress of this phase of increase in size is shown in 
Figs.  1-8. 
The relationship of the degree of increase in volume to the generation 
of the cell can be obtained from Table I.  First generation cells, with 
2 exceptions, increased volume by 111-979  per  cent.  One of these, 
Cell  B,  attained  enormous  proportions.  Second  generation  cells, 
with 2 exceptions, increased from 120-181  per cent; third generation 
cells from 19-131  per cent; fifth generation cells from 5-250 per cent; 
sixth generation cells from 0-87 per cent, with the mean increase about 
20 per cent.  Both the absolute sizes and the percentage increase in 
volume of the first and second generation cells were much greater than 
the volumes and increase in volume of the cells of the later generations. 
It is apparent, therefore, that the capacity for volume enlargement by 
swelling is greater in cells of the first three generations than in those of 
later generations, without regard to their duration or prolonged age at 
the time of lysis. 
The final stage of lysis occupies so brief an interval that the lysed 
cells seem to flash from view.  By making exposures at the rate of 8 S.  BAYNE-JONES  AND  L.  A.  SANDHOLZER  289 
per second we succeeded in obtaining a  series of photographs of the 
last stages of disruption of 2 cells of Bad. coli (Figs.  11-33).  Meas- 
urements from these films and graphs  of the data  are presented in 
Table III and Text-fig. 2. 
In this last phase of lysis the shape of the swollen cell changed from 
a  cylinder to  an  oval  ellipsoidal  form  and  finally  approximated  a 
TABLE  III 
Changes in Dimensions  and  Volume of 2 Cells of Bact.  coli in the Final Stage of 
Lysis by Bacteriophage 
Measurements from motion picture film with exposures  at the rate of 8 per second 
Time after 
Cell No.  inoculation 
mln.  $e6. 
Ahs  253  18 
254  18 
257  15~ 
15] 
16 
16~ 
t6~ 
16~ 
16~ 
16~ 
Bhs  253 
254 
257 
260  50 
5o~ 
5o} 
5o~ 
5o~ 
5o~ 
5o~ 
5o~ 
Length 
micra 
4.52 
4.52 
4.19 
4.12 
4.06 
3.86 
3.59 
3.26 
2.93 
(2.77), 
5.45 
5.45 
5.45 
5.19 
5.19 
5.12 
4.79 
4.52 
4.39 
4.26 
(3.2) 
Breadth  Volume  Volume  increase 
cubic  cubic 
micra  micra 
7.52 
7.52  0 
8.33  0.81 
8.33  0.81 
9.73  2.21 
9.73  2.21 
(10.0)  2.48 
10.47  2.95 
12.45  4.93 
12.94  5.42 
7.58 
7.58  0 
7.58  0 
7.23  -- 
8.65  1.07 
10.19  2.61 
10.28  2.70 
10.61  3.03 
11.93  4.35 
12.59  5.01 
17.03  9.45 
per cent 
0 
10.77 
10.77 
29,39 
29.39 
33.0 
39.23 
65.56 
72.07 
0 
0 
13.85 
34.43 
35.62 
39.97 
57.37 
66.08 
124.67 
Remarks, formulae 
for volume 
V  =  *'/4 Ibt 
V  =  1./5 Ibt 
V  ffi 4/3TrL  Burst 
V  =  T/4 Ibt 
V  ffi ~/5  lbt 
V  =  4/3~#.  Burst 
sphere.  The length decreased while the breadth increased until both 
dimensions  became  approximately  equal.  The  volume,  calculated 
by  appropriate  formulae  indicated  by  the  photographs,  increased 
rapidly and relatively enormously during the fractions of seconds of 
this final stage.  The cells burst.  The period of this explosive enlarge- 
ment was ½ second in the case of Cell Ahs and ~  second in the case of 
Cell Bhs.  While  the  changes in  shape  were on  the whole regular, 290  MECHANISM  OF  LYSIS 
there were band-Uke enlargements across the transverse axis of  the 
cells, and the ends of the cells appeared to be less swollen proportion- 
ately than the central regions. 
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T~.XT-FXG. 2.  Changes in dimensions and volumes of Cells Ahs and Bhs of 
culture of Bact. coli  during the terminal stages of lysis by bacteriophage.  For 
data see Table III.  Photographs of these cells are reproduced in Figs. 11-33. 
Photographs of Cell B, Figs.  1-8,  and  Cells  Ahs  and  Bhs,  Figs. 
11-33,  show a  more or less  round or oval clear area in  the central 
region of the cells.  This appeared first when swelling began and con- S.  BAY'NE-JONES  AND  L.  A.  SANDtt0LZER  291 
tinued to the end.  Its shape did not change greatly during the swell- 
ing of the cells.  We are unable to state whether this is a  "pore" or 
vacuole or an optical effect of focus giving a bright spot at the top of 
a convex surface.  We are inclined to interpret this appearance as an 
optical effect rather than an indication of a physical vacuole. 
Rapid projection of the films showed a scattering of cellular debris 
at the moment when a cell burst.  This debris was flung to a distance 
several times the width of the cell.  The debris was amorphous and 
contained a  few granules if any were previously present in the cells. 
The  residue  had  the  appearance  of  gelatinous  material.  No cell 
envelope was visible among the masses or blocks of bacterial substance. 
It was suggested by an expert microscopist that an effect like that seen 
in these photographs might have been produced by minute compres- 
sions or fractures in the agar.  To test this point, we photographed 
cells lysed in peptone water.  Here also a  similar type of debris re- 
mained visible after bursting of the cells, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10. 
We are of the opinion that the pattern of the debris, its appearance of 
being projected from the region of the bursting cell, its amount and 
its  visibility in  a  liquid  medium,  indicated that  these  appearances 
were produced by particles of bacterial substance and were not the 
optical effects of physical changes in the medium.  The debris gradu- 
ally decreased, apparently by solution or dispersion, but it did not al- 
together disappear.  It  could  be  recognized  10-12  hours  after  the 
completion of lysis. 
The data presented in Table I give some information upon the effect 
of bacteriophage on reproduction by Bact. coli.  All the first genera- 
tion cells which underwent lysis began to grow, increased in volume by 
assimilation or swelling to various degrees and persisted for different 
intervals up to  178 minutes in a  medium containing undiluted  bac- 
teriophage.  With  the  exception  of  Cell  B,  which  showed  partial 
fission, none of these cells divided, although fission would have been 
expected in  normal cells of their relative size  and age.  Evidently, 
bacteriophage hindered multiplication of cells which retained some 
capacity for growth in volume and a great capacity for abnormal en- 
largement.  Other ceils in the midst of bacteriophage grew and passed 
through three or four generations before any appearance of abnormal- 
ity occurred.  The best data we obtained on this phase of the action 292  ~IEC~ISH  OF  LYSIS 
of bacteriophage are those relating to Cell G and its descendants.  We 
have records of measurements of Cell  G  and 46  of its  descendants. 
This family flourished and died out in an area of active bacteriophagic 
lysis  during  a  period  of  230  minutes.  Generation  times  were  as 
follows: I, 65 rain., II, 20 rain., III, 15 rain., IV,  15-20 rain., V,  15- 
50 rain., VI, undetermined.  The generation spans up to the fourth 
generation were normal.  Abnormality evidenced by lengthening of 
the  generation  span  did  not  occur  until  the  fifth  generation  was 
reached.  The first 3 cells of this family to undergo lysis were members 
of the fifth generation.  Twelve remaining members of this generation 
could be observed.  All except 2 of them divided in from 15-20 min- 
utes.  Seventeen out of the possible 26 members of the sixth generation 
could be seen and measured.  Of these 14 underwent lysis in 38-60 
minutes, 2  divided after 50  minutes and  1 had neither divided nor 
dissolved  185  minutes  after  its  formation,  when  the  camera  was 
stopped.  The volumes of the cells in the first three generations were 
somewhat but not significantly larger than those of normal cells of 
these  generations.  The  records show that  while  bacteriophage in- 
hibits the multiplication of some first generation cells, it may affect the 
size but not the reproductive processes of other cells.  It seems prob- 
able  that  bacteriophage was  absorbed by members of  at  least  the 
second and third generations of this G family and was passed on to the 
descendants at times of fission until lysis ended the lives of the individ- 
uals. 
Observations on the Lysis of B. megatherium 
Measurements of  changes in  dimensions  and  volumes of  cells of 
normal cultures of B. megatherium must be used for comparison with 
the dimensions and volumes of cells of this species under the influence 
of bacteriophage.  Our comparisons were made with measurements of 
normal cells at half-hour intervals during 14 hours of growth, under 
the conditions prevailing in these experiments.  These measurements 
were  averages  of those  published  by Adolph  and  Bayne-Jones  (9) 
and of those made in immediate connection with this motion photo- 
micrographic study of the lysis of B. megatherium.  The progression 
of changes in volume are shown in the upper graph  of  Text-fig.  3. 
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through a maximum of 12# at 5 hours and thereafter decreased gradu- 
ally to the original value.  Breadth increasing from 1.11~ to a maxi- 
mum of 1.41~  at 4  hours also gradually returned to its first value. 
Volume increased relatively rapidly from 2.48  cubic  micra  to  18.48 
cubic micra at  approximately the eighth generation at 5  hours and 
decreased at first rapidly and then more slowly to its original value. 
Some normal cells were larger than the average, reaching 24  cubic 
micra in volume; others were as small as 2 cubic micra.  Conditions 
of culture and heredity or peculiarity of families of cells influence these 
sizes.  The average generation spans in minutes, indicated by Roman 
numerals on the graph,  were as follows:  I,  77;  II,  30;  III,  20;  IV, 
30-33; V, 30-40; VI, 40; VII, 50-60; VIII, 60; IX, 60-70. 
After B.  megatherium was mixed with bacteriophage on  nutrient 
agar in the manner described in the first section of this paper, growth 
in  size  and multiplication  proceeded normally for approximately 2 
hours.  Lytic action usually became manifest at about that time and 
continued during the succeeding 12 ormore hours.  The process was 
slow in beginning and slowly brought about disintegration of the cells. 
The  measurements obtained  from our motion photomicrographs, 
using films made with exposures at the rate of 2 per minute until the 
commencement of lysis and thereafter at the rate of 30 per minute 
provide material that can be used to answer the question as to whether 
or not the cells of B. megatherium enlarge or swell before or during 
lysis.  Measurements of dimensions and calculations of volumes of 18 
cells  which underwent lysis  are  presented in  Table  IV.  We  have 
measurements of these cells at  10 minute intervals, but include only 
the instants of change in this table.  The progression of volume changes 
of 4 representative cells are shown in the graphs in the lower half of 
Text-fig.  3.  Photographs  of  these  cells  at  different  intervals  are 
reproduced in  Figs.  34-43. 
Motion  photornicrography of  this  group  of  cells was  begun  145 
minutes after inoculation.  The times given in Table IV  are correct 
in a relative sense, but do not indicate the actual duration spans of all 
of  the cells from times of fission.  They are,  however, relatively if 
not absolutely significant.  After this group was placed under obser- 
vation,  fission occurred in 5  cells, producing progeny approximately 
one-half the size of the parents.  It is estimated that these cells were TABLE  IV 
Dimensions and Volume of Cells of B. megatherium under Influence of Bacteriopkage 
Cells placed in view 145 minutes after inoculation of the medium.  These are 
shown  in  Figs.  34-43.  Generations estimated  to  be  III and  IV.  Volume  = 
~r/4 length x  (breadth)  ~.  Lysis complete at time indicated in  line with dashes. 
Cells too indistinct for measurement during last minute. 
C1 
Duration 
Cell No.  under 
observation 
rain. 
351 
5.91 
5,91 
5.1 
5.32 
3.99 
3.99 
3,99 
3.19 
3.99 
3.99 
3.99 
6.78 
6.78 
6.78 
5.85 
5.72 
3.99 
4.19 
4.52 
3.72 
4.59 
4.79 
4.26 
3.86 
2,67 
2.79 
3.59 
3.99 
3.72 
Volume increase 
CU  micra  ~er cent 
0 
~.41  --5.1 
'.39  4.7 
.32  15.31 
'.15  --1.72 
'.80  14.80 
0 
0 
,96  --35.37 
0 
0 
0  0 
--0.80  --7.80 
--5.03  --49.20 
--5.15  --50.40 
0.32  4.7 
0.87  12.8 
--0.46  --6.8 
0.33  4.2 
--0,56  --7.2 
--1.23  --15.9 
0.18  4.08 
1.28  34.6 
1.85  50.0 
1.47  40.0 
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TABLE  IV--Concluded 
Cell No. 
G1 
H 
HI 
K1 
M 
N 
O1 
Time after 
inoculation 
min. 
481 
525 
578 
637 
637.3 
481 
750 
761 
481 
777 
778 
481 
761 
762 
790 
791.6 
791.7 
481 
694.7 
695.1 
695.3 
481 
638.2 
638.3 
481 
461.6 
761.I 
481 
495 
525 
710.9 
711.1 
711.4 
481 
642 
650 
652 
481 
637 
642 
Duration 
under  Length  Breadth 
observation 
rain.  micra  micra 
492  2.86  1.39 
3.52  1.39 
3.32  1.39 
3.59  1.19 
616  2.92  1.33 
2.93  1.33 
633  3.99  1.33 
3.05  1.33 
646  3.35  1.33 
3.46  1.33 
3.46  1.46 
2.93  1.39 
2.67  1.33 
550  3.46  1.33 
2.93  1.33 
2.93  1.33 
493  3.72  1.33 
3.33  1.19 
617  4.12  1.19 
4.12  1.19 
566  3.86  1.39 
3.99  1.39 
4.12  1.39 
3.59  1.39 
3.59  1.33 
507  3.06  1.33 
3.06  1.33 
2.93  1.19 
497  2.67  1.33 
2.67  1.33 
Volume  Volume increase 
cubic mic: a  cubic micra  per cent 
4.21 
5.32  1.11  ~  26.3 
5.01  0.80  19.0 
3.43  --0.78  --18.7 
4.06 
4.06  0  0 
I 
5.51 
4.24  --1.27  --22.8 
4.61 
4.71  0.1  2.1 
5.81  1.2  26.0 
4.41  --0.2  --4.3 
3.7  --0.91  --19.5 
4.8 
4.06  --0.74  --15.4 
4.06  --0.74  --15.4 
5.17 
3.74  --1.43  --27.6 
4.63 
4.63  0  0 
5.81 
6.03  1.22  21.0 
6.21  1.40  24.1 
5.41  --0.40  --6.8 
4.98  --0.83  --14.2 
4.25 
4.25  0  0 
3.29  --1.04  --24.5 
3.7 
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in  the  third  and  fourth  generation  at  the  time when reproduction 
ceased.  It  is  seen  from  Table  IV  that  the  approximate  duration 
spans  of  these  cells  was  from 496-791  minutes.  They  overlapped 
without  fission  all  the  generations  that  would  have  occurred  in  a 
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TEXT-FIo. 3.  Changes in volume of cells of B. meg~herium.  The upper curve 
is a graph of averages of volumes of cells in normal cultures at half-hour intervals 
during i4 hours of growth.  The lower part of the chart shows graphs of volume 
changes of Cells A, B, D and J, which underwent lysis.  For data see Table IV 
Photographs of these cells are reproduced in Figs. 34-43. 
normal culture from about the 2nd or 3rd to the  13th hour.  We do 
not  know  how many  generations  would  have  occurred normally in 
this  period,  but know  that  normal  cultures  of this  species  pass  the 
ninth generation before the  7th hour of growth. S.  BAYNE-JONES  AND  L.  A.  SANDHOLZER  297 
Most of the 18 cells which underwent lysis were from 1.5-5 times 
as large as cells in the normal cultures at ages of 10-14 hours.  This 
abnormal bulk might be taken to indicate swelling due to the action 
of the bacteriophage.  The histories of the cells,  however, indicate 
that a different interpretation is nearer to the truth.  These cells are 
to be compared with cells of the approximate same generations, namely 
the third and fourth.  It can be seen from Table IV and Text-fig. 3 
that the cells undergoing lysis were never larger and were sometimes 
smaller than cells of the same generations.  Occasionally the calcula- 
tions indicated a slight increase in volume, but this amount was never 
greater than the experimental error in the measurement of the width 
of the cell.  The measurements showed that the cells attained a  cer- 
tain size, within the normal range of sizes of cells of B. megatherium, 
and that no enlargement by growth or swelling preceded the ultimate 
lysis. 
The terminal stage of lysis of B. megatherium was also a  relatively 
slow process, slow enough to be followed by the eye.  The cells became 
progressively more translucent,  gradually lost  definite outlines  and 
finally disintegrated into  a  mass of granules and amorphous debris. 
The interior of the cell seemed to become less  dense before the pe- 
riphery lost its definite edge.  This may have been an Optical effect and 
not the indication of the persistence of a cell membrane, although the 
persistence of a cellular envelope is definitely suggested in some of the 
pictures.  This terminal phase of lysis  occupied 2-5 minutes.  The 
limits thus set are admittedly somewhat arbitrary.  The beginning of 
the last stage is usually indicated in Table IV by decreases in volume 
values.  We  doubt  whether  an  actual  shrinkage  occurred.  The 
apparent decrease in volume is due probably to decrease in values of 
measurements of dimensions as  a  consequence of decreased optical 
density of boundary surfaces.  It was hard to distinguish the outlines 
of the cells at this stage.  There was certainly no evidence obtainable 
by measurement of unstained cells that the cells of B. megatherium 
enlarged or swelled in the final minutes of lysis.  There was no evi- 
dence of an explosive bursting.  The photographs show that the cells 
gradually disintegrated, leaving their residues within the areas pre- 
viously occupied by the cells, as was clearly described by Cowles (10). 
The residue remaining after the lysis of B. megatherium was volumi- 298  MECHANISM  OF  LYSIS 
nous and appeared to be composed of amorphous material from the 
bacterial substance together with refractile granules which were visible 
before lysis.  There was no indubitabIe evidence of hollow shells of 
cell walls remaining after disintegration of the internal substance of 
the cell. 
In the microscopic observation of lysis of Bact. coli we were always 
able to find foci of bacteriophagic activity.  What, no doubt, would 
appear to the naked eye to be a plaque can be seen under the micro- 
scope to be composed of scattered cells undergoing lysis in different 
groups separated  by  10  to  20/z.  Lysis spread to  contiguous cells. 
This spreading of the action of bacteriophage was seen most clearly 
in the bands of cells of B. megatherium shown in Figs. 34-43.  Lysis 
began at  the point marked "Sp"  in  Text-fig. 6.  By grouping the 
cells in the order of their disintegration, it is seen that lysis spread 
first along the  Chain A, B,  C,  C1.  Then it started in Cell G  and 
spread through the Group G,  G1, H  and HI.  From a  third focus it 
spread next through the Group D, E  and F.  The last group to be 
affected were Cells K, K1, M, N, O and O1.  In this small field there 
were four loci  of lysis.  From each focus lysis traveled through a 
group of contiguous and related  cells.  The  spread  was party  by 
contact, but also definitely along paths of genetic relationships. 
DISCUSSION 
It  is  obvious that  these visual  and photographic records cannot 
explain the whole mechanism of lysis and give no direct information 
about  the  nature  of  bacteriophage.  Nevertheless,  they  record  in 
quantitative terms phenomena which must be taken into account by 
any theory.  They provide a basis for critical comments on prevail- 
ing groups of theories. 
Since many cells of Bact.  coli and all the dissolved cells of B. me- 
gatherium  underwent lysis without enlargement, it is  apparent that 
swelling is not an invariable ~r necessary antecedent to lysis.  These 
observations, therefore, are opposed to d'Herelle's theory that bac- 
teriophage distends the cells it dissolves. 
Our observations were not capable of giving any evidence upon the 
possibility of the production of minute invisible forms from the lysed 
cells.  The process of lysis looked like a  bursting or disintegration, S.  BAYNE-JONES  AND  L.  A.  SANDHOLZER  299 
without  any  progression  of  morphological changes  suggesting  the 
development of new forms.  Our observations did not provide any 
evidence in favor of the theory that bacteriophagic lysis is an expres- 
sion of a phase in the life cycles of these organisms. 
Among the theories of lysis by autolysis and hydrolysis, Bronfen- 
brenner's (1, 11) is of particular interest.  Hetler and Bronfenbrenner 
(11)  have supplied chemical evidence that Bact.  coli  and other or- 
ganisms undergo hydrolysis perhaps by the bacteriophagic activation 
of an  endocellular enzyme.  Bronfenbrenner's hypothesis, based on 
this and upon observations of cellular changes in moist and relatively 
dry media, is that products of hydrolysis increase the osmotic pressure 
inside the cell, causing water to enter, distend and eventually burst the 
cell.  We do not agree with these investigators that their data give 
unequivocal evidence of hydrolysis of bacterial protein, and the time 
when the  samples were  taken  for  analysis  indicates that  the  data 
obtained cannot be used to describe the state of the cell at the time of 
lysis.  On general grounds also the notably particular reactions and 
resistance of bacterial cells to changes in osmotic pressure (Falk (12), 
Gotschlich (13), Raichel (14))  seem to us to offer opposition to a theory 
of bursting by osmotic pressure.  The antigenic properties of the ly- 
sate seem to us to contradict the notion that extensive hydrolysis of 
bacterial protein is brought about by bacteriophage.  Our observa- 
tions are opposed to this explanation of lysis in their showing that 
swelling is not an invariable antecedent to lysis of Bact. coli and does 
not occur in B. megatherium, and that the residue remaining after lysis 
is in the form of particles and small blocks. 
Our observations suggest to us that reduction of surface tension at 
the cell-medium interface and at the interfaces of particles of constitu- 
ents within the cells may be an important factor in the mechanism of 
lysis.  Frobisher (15) has described somewhat similar changes of size 
and shape of bacteria in solutions of soap, bile and bile salts having 
surface tension values of 35-40 dynes.  Reduction of surface tension 
appeared to  cause granulation and various  degrees of swelling and 
dispersion of the cell substance by emulsification.  Frobisher suggests 
that an additive factor may be the weakening of the retaining pressure 
that depends on the surface tension of the fluid surrounding the cell 
allowing any expansive property of the cell to cause it to burst.  We 300  MECBANISM  OF  LYSIS 
have no experimental data to support this hypothesis, but our measure- 
ments of cellular changes and pictures of the cellular debris  suggest 
that surface tension changes may be important in the mechanism of 
lysis. 
SUMMARY  AND  CONCLUSIONS 
This  paper  contains  the  records  of  a  motion photomicrographic 
investigation of the lysis of Bact. coli and B. megatherium by bacterio- 
phage.  The bacteria mixed with bacteriophage were grown on moist 
nutrient agar in small culture chambers on the stage of a microscope 
in an incubator maintained at 37°C.  The apparatus used permitted 
continuous inspection of  the preparations.  Photographs were made 
at the rates of 2 and 30 per minute and at the rate of 8 per second dur- 
ing the terminal stage of lysis of Bact.  coli.  The  accurately  timed 
films were studied by rapid projection and by the projection of single 
frames.  Measurements of dimensions of cells, calculations of volumes, 
information on generations, generation times and duration spans are 
presented  in  the  tables.  Similar  information  on  normal  cultures 
grown and photographed in the same way is furnished for comparison. 
Groups of serial photographs are reproduced in the plates to illustrate 
the special features observed. 
These observations seem to us to warrant the following conclusions: 
1.  Enlargement or swelling of the cells of Bact. coli usually, but not 
always, precedes lysis.  Some of the enlargement is an expression of 
increase of cell substance and is not altogether due to imbibition of 
water.  Cells of early generations of Bact. coli enlarge to greater abso- 
lute and relative proportions than cells of later generations.  Enlarge- 
ment does not occur before lysis in B. megatherium. 
2.  The terminal stage of lysis of Bact. coli is explosive, occupying ½ 
to ]  second.  The terminal stage of lysis of B. megatherium is a  slow 
disintegrative process,  extending over 2-10 minutes. 
3.  Bacteriophage inhibits fission of some cells,  but  does not stop 
the reproduction of other cells in contact with it.  The genealogical 
records of six generations of cells of Bact. coli and of two generations 
of cells of B. megatherium indicate that bacteriophage may be trans- 
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4.  Bacteriophage spreads by contact through  a  group of cells and 
also along paths determined by genetical relationships. 
5.  A  large  amount of cellular debris remains after the lysis of the 
cells in both of these species of bacteria.  This residue of material is 
in the form of irregularly shaped masses and granules.  This material 
is not in solution at the time of lysis and appears not to be digested or 
hydrolized. 
6.  Theories of the mechanism of lysis are discussed.  It is suggested 
that  reduction  of surface  tension  of the  cells may be an  important 
factor in the mechanism of lysis. 
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TExT-FIG.  4.  Diagram  of 
cells of Bact. coli shown in 
Figs. 1-8. 
EXPLANATION OF PLATES 
PLATE 25 
FIGS. 1-10.  Serial photographs of changes in size 
and shape of cells of Bact. coli under the influence of 
bacteriophage.  For diagram of cells see Text-fig. 4. 
Enlargements from motion picture film made Dec. 9, 
1931.  Exposures at rate of 2 per minute.  ×  2000. 
FIGS. 1-8.  Bact. coli with bacteriophage in culture 
on agar. 
FIGS. 9-10.  Bact. coli with bacteriophage in a drop 
of peptone water. 
Times after inoculation are as follows: Fig. 1, 60 
rain.; Fig. 2, 120 min.; Fig. 3, 146 mill.;  Fig. 4,  150 
min.; Fig. 5, 155 min.; Fig. 6, 155 min. 30 sec.; Fig. 7, 
178 rain.  10 sec.; Fig. 8, 178 mill. 40 sec.; Fig. 9, 135 
min.; Fig. 10, 156 min. 
The great swelling of cells is clearly shown, particularly of Cells Aal, Aa2 and 
B.  The cellular debris,  scattered when the ceils  burst, remains visible both on 
agar and in peptone water. 
% 
TEXT-FIG. 5.  Dia- 
gram  of  cells  of 
Bact. coli shown in 
Figs. 11-33. 
PLATE 26 
FIGS. 11-33.  Serial photographs of final stages of lysis of 
Cells Ahs and Bhs in culture of Bact. coli with bacteriophage 
on agar medium.  Exposures at rate of 8 per second.  En- 
largements  from motion picture film made Mar.  11, 1932. 
X 2000.  For diagram of cells see Text-fig. 5. 
Times after inoculation are as follows: Fig.  11,253 min. 
1~ see.; Fig. 12, 257 rain.  1~ sec.; Figs.  13-22,  thereafter  at 
intervals of {r sec.; Fig. 23,  257 min.  17] see.; Fig. 24, 260 
min. 50 see.; Figs. 25-33, thereafter at intervals of i see. 
The photographs show the rapid change from the cylin- 
drical through ellipsoidal to spherical form occurring during 
the last seconds of lysis.  Both of these cells show bulging 
in the region of the transverse axis.  This type of lysis by bursting occupies from 
½ to [  second.  Cellular debris remains visible after lysis. 
The photographs show more or less round clear areas in the central regions of 
the cells.  These may be vacuoles, but are probably to be interpreted as optical 
effects produced by a convex surface. 
Granules in the medium and specks due to enlarged grains in the films are readily 
distinguishable from bacterial debris, especially when the films are viewed by rapid 
projection. S.  BAYNE-JONES  AND  L.  A.  SANDHOLZER  303 
PLATE 27 
TExT-FIG. 6.  Diagram of cells of B. megoJherium shown in Figs. 34--43. 
Fins.  34-43.  Serial photographs of morphological changes in cells of B. mega- 
tl~rium in culture  on  agar  medium  undergoing  lysis  by  bacteriophage.  En- 
largements from motion picture film made Jan.  5,  1932.  Exposures at the rate 
of 2 per minute during first 9 hours of growth and at 3(1 per minute  during  the 
next 6 hours.  ×  2000.  For diagram of cells see Text-fig. 6. 
Times after inoculation are as follows:  Fig.  l, 564 rain.; Fig. 2, 565 rain.; Fig. 
3, 566 rain.; Fig. 4, 620 rain.; Fig. 5,637 rain.; Fig. 6, 642 rain.; Fig. 7, 694 min.; 
Fig. 8, 762 rain.; Fig. 9, 778 rain.; Fig. 10, 860 rain. 
The pictures show the slow disintegration of the ceils.  The cell image gradually 
fades out during 2 to 10 minutes.  A granular debris remains in the place formerly 
occupied by the cells. THE  JOURNAL  OF  EXPERIMENTAL  MEDICINE  VOL.  57  PLATE 25 
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